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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The contamination of dental unit waterlines (DUWLs) as
a result of biofilms that adhere to the inner surfaces of
the lines continues to generate concern. The biofilm serves as a reservoir that can increase the number of freefloating microorganisms in the water used for dental
treatment.
Recent studies found that it presents a confirmed but
limited risk to immunocompetent individuals, but may
pose a significant hazard for immunocompromised patients and dental professionals.2-5 DUWLs are prone to
biofilm formation because of their small diameter and
water stagnation. Untreated or unfiltered dental unit water
is likely to contain high numbers of microorganisms and
is unlikely to meet standards for water used as a coolant/irrigant for nonsurgical dental procedures.6
Common approaches to improve water quality include
self-contained water systems combined with periodic or
continuous chemical treatment protocols, daily draining,
air purging regimens, anti-retraction valves, point of use
micro-filters, as well as flushing waterlines for several
minutes in the morning and after every patient.7,8
Centralized systems designed for single chair or entire
practice waterlines that purify or treat incoming water
to remove or inactivate microorganisms are becoming
more popular.9
In most dental settings, treatment water comes from
the municipal water supply directly into the dental unit.
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Self-contained water systems, by contrast, isolate the
dental unit from the municipal water supply. A bottle
system affixed to the dental unit, in self-contained water
systems, allow the clinician to better control the quality
of water used in the dental treatment.10 They also
provide a way to introduce biofilm or microorganism-attacking chemicals into waterlines.
Without use of a chemical agent, however, self-contained systems do not reliably improve water quality. 11
Improperly maintained, a contaminated bottle system
can worsen the microbiological quality of dental unit
water.10,11
The disinfectant properties of the effervescent tablets
of A-dec ICX TM have been assessed. 12-15 Their effectiveness in DUWL treatment protocol has been demonstrated in studies performed in simulated patient
care settings as well as at dental treatment clinics.
McDowell and colleagues (2004) found that A-dec
ICXTM prevented biofilm formation in dental unit waterlines, reduced bacterial counts in incoming water and
produced water quality exceeding stated recommendations of the American Dental Association (ADA) in a
simulated clinical use study over a 16-week period.12
Meiller and colleagues produced results which were consistent with those of McDowell over a 4-week period.14
Independent studies at military hospitals in the USA and
Malaysia by Bowen and colleagues (2015) and Siang
Ma and colleagues (2015) respectively found that A-dec
ICXTM reduced the bacterial load over a 5-week and
24-week periods respectively.13,15
At the oral health centre of Sefako Makgatho Health
Sciences University (SMU), a dental school and a comprehensive care referral hospital in the outskirts of Pretoria, water flowing in dental units is mainly obtained from
the municipal water supply. In early 2017, less than 10%
(17/228) of the dental units had a self-contained water
system that was separate from the municipal water.
No waterline treatment devices or chemical treatment
protocols were being implemented. This study investigates the consistency of the reported association between the disinfection properties of the effervescent
tablets of A-dec ICXTM and reduced bacterial counts in
dental unit water at the oral health centre of SMU.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The primary outcome measured at the end of the five
week follow up was the mean bacterial cfu/ml in water
samples. The effect of interest was the difference in
mean bacterial colony-forming units per millilitre (cfu/
ml) between water samples collected from dental units
which received two levels of the treatment. Repeat
measurements of bacterial cfu/ml in water samples
were performed for 20% of the samples.

Design

Hypothesis

This was a pre-test/post-test control group experimental
design.

A-dec ICX TM reduces bacterial counts in dental unit
waterlines.

Target population

Data collection

The study population consisted of seventeen dental units
fitted with independent water system and used routinely
to treat patients for 8 years with distilled water in clinics
at the dental school of the Sefako Makgatho Health
Sciences University in early 2017.

Water samples were collected from the dental chairs at
baseline, the end of week 1 and at the end of week five.
All samples reached the laboratory within 3 hours of
collection and were processed appropriately upon arrival.

To measure and compare mean bacterial counts in water
samples collected from dental chairs which received pure
distilled water only and those which received A-dec
ICXTM tablet dissolved in distilled water.

Water samples
Sample size
Fourteen dental units were eligible to participate in the
study. Three units that were not being used regularly
for patient care were excluded from the study.
Allocation method
A sequence of random numbers was generated by a
statistician using the computer software program SPSS
(IBM, 2018).
The allocation sequence was concealed in a desktop
computer until treatments were assigned by the supervisor. The random allocation rule was implemented i.e.
a subset of the total sample size was randomly assigned by the research supervisor to group A (units
which received distilled water only) and the remainder
were assigned to group B (units which received A-dec
ICXTM dissolved in distilled water).16
Blinding
Throughout the study period, the supervisor refilled two
sterile twenty-five litres bottles labelled A and B with two
levels of the treatment. The bottle labelled A contained pure distilled water. The distilled water in the bottle
labelled B was prepared into a solution by dissolving
one A-dec ICX™ tablet in 0.7 litre of pure distilled water.
The researcher (first author) monitored the water level
in the dental units between clinic sessions and reported
to the supervisor (second author) who replenished the
supply of the allocated treatments daily. The researcher
was blinded to group assignment of the units. All the
dental units were observed throughout the study period
to make sure there was no breakdown reported. The
practice of flushing waterlines was not monitored.
Treatments
Seven dental units continued receiving pure distilled
water while the remainder received A-dec ICXTM tablet
dissolved in distilled water.

100 ml water samples for aerobic cultures were collected from the distal outlets of the three-way air and
water syringes into sterile bottles containing 0.1g of
sodium thiosulfate to remove any residual disinfectant,
after a 2 minute purge at the beginning of the workday
before the dental un i t w as u sed.
Three, ten-fold serial dilutions (1:10, 1:100, and 1:1000)
were prepared by adding 1 ml of each sample to 9 ml
of sterile tap water in new sterile universal bottles.
Aliquots of 0.01 ml of each dilution was distributed evenly
over the surface of sterile R2A agar plates using a sterile bent-glass rod (spread plate technique) and subsequently incubated at 28 ˚C for 96 hours.
Ethical considerations
The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Sefako Makgatho University (SMUREC/D/298
/2016: PG). Permission to conduct the study was granted by the CEO of Medunsa Oral Health Centre.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS/
HYPOTHESIS TESTING
Collected data were subjected to univariate analysis in}
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software. Measures of central tendency and dispersion were
calculated.
ANCOVA was performed to evaluate whether the means
of the dependent variable i.e. post-test (follow-up) mean
bacterial cfu/ml measurement were equal across levels
of a categorical independent variable i.e. the treatment
group (pure distilled water = control, A-dec ICXTM tablet
dissolved in pure distilled water = treatment), while statistically controlling for the effects of the covariate i.e. pretest (baseline) mean bacterial cfu/ml. The level of significance was originally set at 0.05. Bonferroni correction
was performed to counteract the problem of multiple
comparisons.
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A Bonferroni corrected/adjusted p value of 0.0083 was
obtained by dividing the original α-value (0.05) by the
number of analyses (6) on the dependent variable.17

Regression diagnostics was performed to evaluate the
appropriateness of ANCOVA model. Two assumptions
were checked to make sure that the covariate meets the
requirements to run the ANCOVA.
These were: (1) independence of the covariate and treatment effect and (2) homogeneity of regression slopes.
Interim analysis was performed at the end of week one.

RESULTS
Bacterial counts recorded from water samples collected
from fourteen dental units were analysed. Figure 1 below
is a flow diagram of the progress through the phases of
the study (that is, enrolment, treatment allocation, followup, and data analysis).
The huge discrepancy in mean bacterial counts (24857.14
vs. 11142.86) indicate that the bacterial counts at baseline were not evenly distributed in the treatment groups.
The mean bacterial count of the units was 18000 cfu/ml.

Assessed for eligibility

Enrolment

17 dental units

Excluded (n = 3)
Not meeting inclusion
criteria (n= 3)

Analysis

Follow -up

Allocation

Randomized (n=14)

7 chairs allocated to distilled water only

7 chairs allocated to A-dec ICX™ tablet
dissolved in distilled water.

7 chairs received distilled water only

7 chairs received A-dec ICX™ tablet
dissolved in distilled water.

None of the chairs were lost
to follow-up

None of the chairs were lost
to follow-up

100 ml water samples collected at
baseline, week one and week

100 ml water samples collected at
baseline, week one and week

7 analysed

Figure 1. A flow diagram of the progress through the phases of the
study (that is, enrolment, treatment allocation, follow-up, and data
analysis).

7 analysed
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Table 1. Bacterial counts at baseline.
Treatment

Sample sizes

Units randomized
to receive distilled
water only (Control)
Units randomized
to receive A-dec
ICXTM dissolved
in distilled water
(Treatment)
Both groups of
units combined

Mean bacterial
counts (CFU/ml)

Standard
Deviation

11142.86

15388.617

7

7

24857.14

14

18000

35978.830

27520.622

Intercept
Treatment
Group

Sum of squares
658285714.286a
4536000000.000

DF

Mean Square

1

658285714.286

1

4536000000.000

658285714.286

1

658285714.286

Error

9187714285.714

12

765642857.143

Total

14382000000.000

14

9846000000.000

13

Corrected
Total

Type III Sum of
squares

DF

Mean Square

F Value Sig

Partial
Eta
Squared

Corrected
Model

406718692.664a

2

203359346.332

19.885 .000

.783

Intercept

33222434.139

1

33222434.139

3.249 .099

.228

Pre-test

400932978.378

1

400932978.378

39.204 .000

.781

8144550.881

1

8144550.881

.796 .391

.068

10226872.095

Treatment
group
Error

112495593.050

11

Total

965000000.000

14

Corrected
Total

519214285.714

13

Table 5. Marginal mean.
(Dependent variable: Post-test).

Table 2. Independence of the covariate and treatment effect.
(Dependent variable: Pre-test).
Corrected
Model

Source

R Squared = .783 (Adjusted R Squared = .744).

INTERIM ANALYSIS AT THE END
OF WEEK 1

Source

Table 4. ANCOVA.
(Dependent variable: Post-test).

Std. Error

Lower
Bound

Mean

.372

Control

6432.436a

1230.171

3724.849

9140.024

.032

Treatment

4853.278

1230.171

2145.690

7560.866

.372

a - Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated
at the following values: Pre-test = 18000

F Value Sig
.860
5.924
.860

a

Table 6. Independence of the covariate and treatment effect.
(Dependent variable: Pre-test)
Source

Sum of squares

DF

Mean Square

F Value Sig

R Squared = .067 (Adjusted R Squared = - . 0 11).

There was insufficient evidence (p (0.860) > 0.0083) to reject the null hypothesis that the covariate (pre-test) was
not different across the levels of the independent variable (treatment group) in the analysis.
Table 3. Homogeneity of regression slopes.
(Dependent variable: Post-test).
F Value Sig

Partial
Eta
Squared

Source

Sum of squares

DF

Mean Square

Corrected
Model

425404391.612a

3

141801463.871

15.116

.000

.819

Intercept

43961068.823

1

43961068.823

4.686

.056

.319

Treatment
Group

23098358.695

1

23098358.695

2.462

.148

.198

132109339.213

1

132109339.213

14.083

.004

.585

Treatment
group *
Pre-test

18685698.948

1

18685698.948

1.992

.188

.166

Error

93809894.102

10

9380989.410

Total

965000000.000

14

Corrected
Total

519214285.714

13

Pre-test

Upper
Bound

Group

R Squared = .819 (Adjusted R Squared = .765).

Partial
Eta
Squared

Corrected
Model

658285714.286a

1

658285714.286

.860 .372

.783

Intercept

4536000000.000

1

4536000000.000

5.924 .032

.228

.860 .372

.781

Treatment
group

658285714.286

1

658285714.286

Error

9187714285.714

12

765642857.143

Total

14382000000.000

14

9846000000.000

13

Corrected
Total

.068

R Squared = .067 (Adjusted R Squared = -.011).

At the end of week 1, the difference in mean bacterial
cfu/ml between the control group and the treatment
group was not statistically significant (p (0.391) > 0.0083
in Table 6 above) when controlling for the covariate
(pre-test).

ANALYSIS AT THE END OF WEEK 5
There was insufficient evidence (p (0.860) > 0.0083) to
reject the null hypothesis that the covariate (pre-test)
was not different across the levels of the independent
variable (treatment group) in the analysis.

The interaction effect between the covariate (pre-test) and
independent variable (treatment group) in a model that
includes the interaction between the covariate and independent variable was not significant (p (0.188) > 0.0083).
This means that the regression slopes for the independent variable (treatment group) and covariate (pre-test)
are similar.

The interaction effect between the covariate (pre-test)
and independent variable (group) in a model that includes the interaction between the covariate and independent variable was not significant (p (0.364) > 0.0083).
This means that the regression slopes for the independent variable (treatment group) and covariate (pre-test)
are similar.

There was insufficient evidence (p (0.391) > 0.0083) to reject the null hypothesis that the post-test mean bacterial
cfu/ml were equal across levels of the treatment group
when controlling for the covariate (pre-test).

There was a statistically significant difference (p (0.002)
< 0.0083.) in the post-test mean bacterial cfu/ml across
levels of the treatment group when controlling for the
covariate (pre-test).
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Table 7. Homogeneity of regression slopes
(Dependent variable: Post-test)
Source

Sum of squares

DF

Mean Square

F Value Sig

Partial
Eta
Squared

Corrected
Model

92889898.830a

3

30963299.610

5.958 .013

.641

Intercept

62820598.614

1

62820598.614

12.088 .006

.547

Treatment
group

42116109.344

1

42116109.344

8.104 .017

.448

Pre-test

10313770.104

1

10313770.104

1.985 .189

.166

4702941.091

1

4702941.091

.905

.083

Error

51967244.027

10

5196724.403

Total

296000000.000

14

Corrected
Total

144857142.857

13

Treatment
group*
Pre-test

.364

R Squared = .641 (Adjusted R Squared = .534).

Table 8. ANCOVA
(Dependent variable: Post-test)
Source

Type III Sum of
squares

DF

Mean Square

F Value Sig

Partial
Eta
Squared

Corrected
Model

88186957.739a

2

44093478.869

8.559 .006

.609

Intercept

75634105.682

1

75634105.682

14.681 .003

.572

Pre-test

5615529.167

1

5615529.167

1.090 .319

.090

Treatment
group

88183301.431

1

88183301.431

17.117 .002

.609

Error

56670185.119

11

5151835.011

Total

296000000.000

14

Corrected
Total

144857142.857

13

R Squared = .609 (Adjusted R Squared = .538).

At the end of week 5, a statistically significant (p (0.002)
< 0.0083 in Table 8 above.) drop in mean bacterial cfu/
ml from 5883.811 in the control group to 687.617 in the
treatment group was estimated when controlling for the
covariate (pre-test).
Table 9. Marginal means.
(Dependent variable: Post-test).
Upper
Bound

Group

Mean

Control

5883.811a

873.122

3962.082

7805.540

687.617a

873.122

-1234.111

2609.436

Treatment

Std. Error

Lower
Bound

b - Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated
at the following values: Pre-test = 18000

The 95% confidence interval of the difference in mean
bacterial counts between the groups ranged from
2470.336 to 7243.964 cfu/ml. This confidence interval
did not include zero, confirming the finding that the
difference was statistically significant (p (002) < 0.0083).

DISCUSSION
This study was designed to determine the effect of
A-dec ICXTM on bacterial counts in dental unit water.
The results indicate that the baseline mean bacterial
count was 18000 cfu/ml (SD 27520.622 cfu/ml) (Table 1).
This bacterial count far exceeded the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and European Union’s
standard for water quality used in non-surgical dental
procedures.

The results were however consistent with those of other
studies which assessed bacterial counts in dental units
which used distilled water alone. Marais and Brozel
(1999) reported bacterial counts ranging from 3 x 104 2 x 105 cfu/ml from chairs at the University of Pretoria's
Department of Oral Medicine and Periodontology, that
had been in use for twelve years.18
Schmidtke found bacterial counts approximating 240000
cfu/ml in twelve chairs in the orthodontic clinic at the
Department of Orthodontics, University of Alabama at
Birmingham School of Dentistry, Birmingham, Alabama.19
The findings of the current and cited previous studies
was not unexpected. Kettering and Stephens (2002)
demonstrated that distilled water alone cannot reduce
microbial contamination of dental treatment water to
the 200cfu/ml ADA stated goal.20 The Organization for
Safety, Asepsis and Prevention (OSAP) recommends
using distilled water combined with periods of continuous application of chemicals.10,11
The results of this study showed a huge discrepancy
in mean bacterial counts at baseline between the treatment groups (Table 1). This was not unexpected. The
small sample size accounted for the large chance difference observed following randomization.21
The results of the regression diagnostics showed that
the data satisfied the underlying assumptions inherent
in the ANCOVA model (Tables 2, 3, 6 and 7). They confirmed that the ANCOVA model was the appropriate
analysis for this study - consequently, the validity of the
conclusions drawn could be relied upon.
The results of the interim analysis study showed that the
mean bacterial counts in both group of units decreased,
more so for the group of units which received A-dec
ICXTM dissolved in distilled water (Table 5). The decrease was however not statistically significant (Tables 4).
This result may be explained by the fact that the mean
difference in bacterial counts between the groups at
baseline was huge relative to that measured at week one.
These findings suggest that A-dec ICX™ tablets improved water quality. They support the OSAP recommendation that distilled water should be combined with
periods of continuous application of chemicals.10,11
This experiment found substantial evidence (p (0.002) <
0.0083.) to reject the null hypothesis that the post-test
mean bacterial cfu/ml were equal across levels of the
treatment group when controlling for the covariate (pretest) i.e. the difference in mean bacterial cfu/ml between
units which received A-dec ICXTM dissolved in distilled
water and those which received distilled water only was
statistically significant (Tables 8 and 9).
This study produced results which corroborate the findings of a great deal of the previous research in different
settings.12-15 There are several possible explanations for
the failure of treated distilled water to reduce bacterial
counts to levels recommended by the ADA and CDC.
These include among others, the contamination of water
sample by detachment of biofilm from the inner surface
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of the dental tubing, the extremely high bacterial count
prevalent at baseline and the relatively short study period
of five weeks.
The current study found that the 95% confidence interval of the difference in mean bacterial counts between
the groups ranged from 2470.336 to 7243.964 cfu/ml
(Table 10). The upper and lower limits of the confidence
interval indicate that the true difference was large and
practically significant.
The wide confidence interval however indicates that the
estimate of the mean difference was not precise. A wide
confidence interval results from a small sample and/
or data with substantial variability, and is a suggestion of
low power.22
Limitations of the study
The flushing of the waterlines in the morning, at the end
of the day, and between patients was not monitored.
This was a source of potential imprecision in the measurement of the effect of interest.
Waterline flushing has been reported to improve water
quality.23-25 Cobb and colleagues (2002) found evidence
that time-dependent waterline flushing produced a statistically significant reduction in planktonic bacteria. 26
The failure to monitor waterline flushing in this study
could not have distorted the estimate of the reduction in
bacterial counts between water samples collected from
dental units which received A-dec ICX TM dissolved in
distilled water and those which received distilled water
only as the users of the dental units were blinded to
group assignment of the units.

CONCLUSION
A-dec ICX TM reduced bacterial counts in dental unit
waterlines.
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